


Uranium One noose is tightening

By Thomas Lifson

Now that the FBI's informant on the Uranium One deal has been outed and

the nondisclosure agreement formerly muzzling him abrogated, it is

possible to see the outlines of the devastating case to be made against not

just Hillary Clinton, but the entire Obama administration.  Two intrepid

reporters, John Solomon of The Hill and Sara Carter of Circa News and

Sinclair Broadcasting, are gaining access to some of the reported 50,000

documents in the possession of William Campbell, the whistleblower who

went to the FBI with the scary details of what appeared to him to be an

illegal attempt by Russian entities to take over the world uranium market,

including even the uranium resources in our ground.

Reporting in The Hill, Solomon calls our attention to what could be a key to

understanding the magnitude of the scandal:

Campbell, who was paid $50,000 a month to consult for the

firm, was solicited by Rosatom colleagues to help overcome

political opposition to the Uranium One purchase while

collecting FBI evidence that the sale was part of a larger effort

by Moscow to make the U.S. more dependent on Russian

uranium, contemporaneous emails and memos show. 

 

"The attached article is of interest as I believe it highlights the

ongoing resolve in Russia to gradually and systematically

acquire and control global energy resources," Rod Fisk, an
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American contractor working for the Russians, wrote in

a June 24, 2010 email to Campbell.

The Russian plot to "control global energy resources" was reported by

Campbell to the FBI a year prior to approval of the acquisition.  There is

every reason to expect – and the proof would be available to congressional

investigators or (cough) a special counsel or U.S. attorney – that this

information was passed up the chain to A.G. Eric Holder and even President

Obama.  Yet CFIUS – the group of agency heads that must approve such

transactions on which Holder and Hillary sat – went ahead and approved

this sale that the U.S. knew was part of a Russian plot to control the world

uranium and energy markets.

Justice Department officials confirmed the emails and documents gathered

by Campbell, saying they were in the possession of the FBI, the

department's national security division, and its criminal division at various

times over the last decade.  They added that Campbell's work was valuable

enough that the FBI paid him nearly $200,000, mostly for reimbursements

over six years, but that the money also included a check for more than

$51,000 in compensation after the final convictions were secured.

The information he gathered on Uranium One was more significant to the

counterintelligence aspect of the case that started in 2008 than the eventual

criminal prosecutions that began in 2013, they added.

Solomon and Carter were interviewed last night on Hannity, along with

Sullivan's lawyer, Victoria Toensing, and under questioning, they let us
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know that the money trail from Russia all the way to American political

figures via cutouts will be exposed by documented evidence.

Now, contemplate the magnitude of a scandal that could demonstrate

foreign money leading to the approval of a sale that harms national security

and aids a hostile power (about whose danger the Democrats have been

hyperventilating for the past year).  Here is a poor-quality bootleg video of

the segment, which may or may not last on YouTube.  If a better copy

becomes available, we will post that.



But only if the Sessions Justice Department is willing to press the case, or is

forced to approve a special counsel:

The memos, reviewed by The Hill, conflict with statements

made by Justice Department officials in recent days that

informant William Campbell's prior work won't shed much

light on the U.S. government's controversial decision in 2010

to approve Russia's purchase of the Uranium One mining

company and its substantial U.S. assets.

Campbell documented for his FBI handlers the first illegal

activity by Russians nuclear industry officials in fall 2009,

nearly a entire year before the Russian state-owned Rosatom

nuclear firm won Obama administration approval for the

Uranium One deal, the memos show.



This official reticence, whatever its origin, will be overcome as Sullivan's

cache of 50,000 documents leaks out bit by bit.  Attorney Toensing knows

exactly what she is doing here and how outside pressure can affect the

grinding of the gears of justice.


